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Classical light-bending is investigated for weak gravitational fields in the presence of hypothetical local
Lorentz violation. Using an effective field theory framework that describes general deviations from local
Lorentz invariance, we derive a modified deflection angle for light passing near a massive body. The
results include anisotropic effects not present for spherical sources in General Relativity as well as Weak
Equivalence Principle violation. We develop an expression for the relative deflection of two distant stars
that can be used to analyze data in past and future solar-system observations. The measurement
sensitivities of such tests to coefficients for Lorentz violation are discussed.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.84.085025 PACS numbers: 11.30.Cp, 04.25.Nx
I. INTRODUCTION
A classic prediction of general relativity (GR) is the
bending of distant starlight by the Sun [1]. This was first
confirmed in 1919 by Dyson, Eddington, and Davidson to
agree with Einstein’s calculations of 1:7500 at one Solar
radii to within 30% accuracy [2]. More recent optical
measurements during solar eclipses have made only mar-
ginal improvements [3]. The inclusion of radio astronomy
has increased the accuracy of light deflection measure-
ments to within 0.02%, providing additional firm evidence
for the validity of the light deflection predicted in GR [4].
Measurements of the closely-related Shapiro time delay
have also seen vast improvements recently. The analysis of
two-way radio tracking of the Cassini probe matched the
predictions of GR to within parts in 100, 000 [5].
Although it is currently the best fundamental theory of
gravity, there remains widespread interest in developing
more precise tests of GR, including improved measure-
ments of the bending of light, among others. These efforts
are in part motivated by the intriguing possibility of finding
deviations from GR. Such deviations could be a signature
of a more fundamental unified theory of physics that
successfully meshes GR with quantum theory and the
standard model of particle physics.
One possible signature that has been sought in many
sensitive tests are minuscule violations of local Lorentz
invariance, a fundamental tenet of GR [6]. Theoretical
scenarios in which local Lorentz symmetry could be bro-
ken are currently numerous in the literature, with early
motivation coming from string field theory [7].
In order to investigate violations of local Lorentz invari-
ance, it is useful to have a theoretical framework in which
to report measurements. One systematic framework for
studying signals of Lorentz violation employs effective
field theory. The idea is to incorporate known physics
from GR and the standard model of particle physics, into
an effective action that also includes generic Lorentz-
violating terms. The additional Lorentz-violating terms
in the action are controlled by coefficients for Lorentz
violation, which are general coordinate tensor quantities
describing the degree of Lorentz violation for each type of
interaction (gravity, electrodynamics, etc.). These coeffi-
cients can be thought of as effectively fixed background
fields in spacetime that couple to curvature and matter
fields, though their origin can be dynamical [7,8]. The
framework constructed in this manner is known as the
standard-model extension (SME) [9,10], and has been
adopted for numerous tests involving light, matter, and
gravity [11]. Connections between this framework and
various classic test models for Special Relativity are dis-
cussed in Ref. [12].
Our focus in this work is on the signatures of Lorentz
violation for gravitational tests. In the gravity sector of the
SME, key signals in a number of experiments and obser-
vations have been established in Refs. [13–17].
Measurements constraining the coefficients for the gravity
sector have already begun using atom-interferometric
gravimetry [18,19], lunar laser ranging [20], and short-
range gravity tests [21]. In this paper, we analyze one of
the fundamental tests of GR, the bending of light, in the
effective field theory framework of the SME. This comple-
ments recent work on the related time-delay effect [14,15].
We begin by deriving a general formula for the deflec-
tion angle in Sec. II A in terms of an arbitrary post-
newtonian metric. The post-newtonian metric is described
in Sec. II B. Assuming a stationary pointlike mass, we
obtain the deflection angle in a limiting case in Sec. II C,
and a more accurate expression in Sec. II D. In Sec. III, we
apply these results to light-bending tests in the solar-
system.We develop an expression for the measurable angle
between two stars in Sec. III A. Details of the relative
deflection angle and methods of analysis are discussed in
Sec. III B. We illustrate the observable signals for Lorentz
violation using a near-conjunction example in Sec. III C.
Finally, in Sec. IV, we summarize the work and estimate
the potential measurement sensitivities of existing and
future light-bending tests to the coefficients for Lorentz
violation in the gravity sector. Throughout this work
we adopt notation and conventions as contained in
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Refs. [13–15]. In particular, we work in natural units where
c ¼ 1 and the Minkowski spacetime metric has signature
þþþ .
II. THEORY
A. Deflection basics
The deflection ~ is the shift in the direction that light
propagates from a straight line trajectory. We adopt a
simplified gravitational lensing or light-bending scenario
that involves a source S, a mass called the lens L, and an
observer O. The geometric optics limit of electrodynamics
in curved spacetime is assumed [22]. For a pointlike lens
the apparent source position observed by O is Sa (see
Fig. 1) [23,24]. We assume the lens L, the source S, and
the observer O are stationary throughout the light ray’s
propagation. The light ray emission is the event with
coordinates ðte; rjeÞ and the observation of the light ray
has coordinates ðtp; rjpÞ.
To calculate the deflection, we can exploit Fermat’s
principle: the null geodesic path from ðte; rjeÞ to the ob-
server’s worldline is equivalent to the extremization of the
arrival time t on the observer’s worldline [25]. For a sta-
tionary observer, Fermat’s principle is equivalent to the
variational principle:

Z
nd‘ ¼ 0: (1)
Here, n is the effective index of refraction of the gravita-
tional field, ‘ is the euclidean arclength (d‘ ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃd~x2p ), and
they are related by dt ¼ nd‘.
The spacetime metric g is expanded around a
Minkowski background  according to
g ¼  þ h: (2)
Using the null condition for a light ray (gdx
dx ¼ 0),
we can evaluate n to leading order in metric fluctuations
h as
n  1þ 1
2
h00 þ h0j dx
j
d‘
þ 1
2
hjk
dxj
d‘
dxk
d‘
; (3)
wheredxj=d‘ is the tangent vector to the light path. The unit
vector n^j is the direction of the zeroth-order tangent to the
light path. The light trajectory spatial endpoints are rje and
rjp, which correspond to the ‘ parameter values lp and le.
Referring to Fig. 1, le ¼ ~re  n^ and lp ¼ ~rp  n^. It is useful
for later calculations to complete the set n^ and b^ with a
perpendicular unit vector called ^ defined by ^ ¼ n^ b^.
If we apply the variational form of Fermat’s principle (1)
using the effective index of refraction (3), we obtain equa-
tions of motion for the light ray:
d2xj
d‘2


jk  dx
j
d‘
dxk
d‘



@kn dd‘

h0k þ dx
l
d‘
hlk

:
(4)
Note that the terms on the right-hand side are perpendicular
to dxj=d‘, consistent with the definition of euclidean arc-
length ‘. This equation is equivalent to the geodesic equa-
tion for light to post-newtonian order v2, or PNO(2).
The deflection j follows by integration of Eq. (4) from
the distant source S, at position rje and ‘ ¼ le, to the
observer O at position rjp and ‘ ¼ lp. To PNO(2), the
resulting deflection is given by the expression
j ¼
Z lp
le
ðjk@kÞ?nd‘

h0k
kj þ dx
l
d‘
hlk
kj

?

lp
le
;
(5)
where the symbol? indicates a projection perpendicular to
dxj=d‘, as in Eq. (4). The first integral in (5) is evaluated
using the Euclidean arclength d‘ along the zeroth-order
direction of the light ray. The second term is to be eval-
uated at the endpoints and plays a role in the result for the
case where the observer is near the massive body L.
The result in Eq. (5) applies to any metric that can be
expanded around a Minkowski background in a post-
newtonian series, so long as light behaves conventionally
in the geometric optics limit (i.e., light follows a null
geodesic). In the sections that follow, we shall apply this
result to the post-newtonian metric that incorporates local
Lorentz and WEP violations using the SME framework.
B. Post-newtonian metric
We focus on the dominant terms in the gravitational
sector of the SME framework [10]. This includes terms
augmenting the pure-gravity sector (terms amending the
Einstein-Hilbert action) as well as Lorentz-violating terms
arising from the matter action. For the case of linearized
gravity, the leading corrections to the post-newtonian met-
ric of GR have been established and are discussed in detail
in Refs. [13,15]. Using a convenient choice of coordinates
and existing constraints on the vacuum birefringence of
light [26], we can ignore Lorentz violation in the electro-
magnetic sector, and hence assume light propagates
normally [15].
FIG. 1. The basic light-bending scenario. The vector ~rp ex-
tends from the central body L to the observer, ~re is the vector
from the central body to the emitter, n^ is in the direction of the
unperturbed path, and ~b is the impact parameter vector (perpen-
dicular to n^).
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The Lorentz violation for the pure-gravity sector is
controlled by 9 coefficients called s. For the matter
sector, the relevant coefficients are ð aeffÞ and c. The
combined PNO(2) metric in harmonic coordinates is given
by
g00 ¼ 1þ

2þ 3s00 þ 2cS00 þ 4

m
ð aSeffÞ0

Uþ sjkUjk;
g0j ¼

s0j þ m ð a
S
effÞj

Uþ

s0k þ m ð a
S
effÞk

Ukllj;
gjk ¼ jk þ

2 s00 þ 2cS00  2

m
ð aSeffÞ0

jkU
þ jk slmUlm  sjlUlmmk  sklUlmmj
þ

2s00 þ 2
m
ð aSeffÞ0

Ulmljmk: (6)
The coefficients for the matter sector, ð aSeffÞ and cS00,
depend on the structure of the source body S with mass
m, and therefore will differ for distinct source bodies.
Thus, ð aSeffÞ and cS00 indicate the presence of apparent
Weak Equivalence Principle (WEP) violation as well as
Lorentz violation. Note, however, that these WEP-
violating coefficients do not affect the propagation of light
rays, except through the spacetime metric. Also, as dis-
cussed in Ref. [15], a model dependent scaling  appears
multiplying the coefficients ð aSeffÞ. In contrast, the coef-
ficients s do not depend on the nature of the source body
and therefore describe WEP-conserving local Lorentz vio-
lation for gravity.
Some limiting cases of this metric should be noted. This
post-newtonian metric can be viewed as enlarging and
complementing the Parametrized Post-Newtonian (PPN)
metric [27] as discussed, for the case of vanishing matter
coefficients, in Ref. [13]. Also, in the limit that the coef-
ficients s, ð aSeffÞ, and cS00 vanish, this result reduces to
the post-Newtonian metric of GR.
For classical light-bending scenarios, we assume the
source body L to be a pointlike mass M. Furthermore,
the source body is taken as the origin of the coordinate
system. Thus, the dominant contributions to the potentials
U and Ujk depend on the position of the test body rj:
U ¼ GM
r
; (7)
Ujk ¼ GMr
jrk
r3
; (8)
where G is Newton’s gravitational constant.
C. Light deflection: grazing case
As a preliminary investigation of the modifications to
the standard GR light-bending formula, we consider the
simplified grazing case. In this scenario, both the emitter
and receiver are assumed to be very far from the source;
thus, we take lp ! 1 and le ! 1. Using the metric (6) in
the general result (5), we obtain for this limiting case the
deflection
j ¼ 4GM
b

1þ s00 þ cS00 þ

M
ð aSeffÞ0
þ

s0k þ M ð a
S
effÞk

n^k

b^j  sklb^k^l^j

: (9)
The standard GR result is obtained in the limit that the
coefficients for Lorentz violation vanish.
To illustrate some of the features of the result (9), we
employ vector field plots indicating the apparent shift of
incoming starlight as the source appears in front of a
background of initially uniformly distributed stars. This
is similar to methods that have been adopted for the GR
signal in Refs. [28,29]. For this simulation, we focus on a
small patch of sky centered on the deflecting body. We use
x and y coordinates on the patch to make a vector field plot
of different parts of the result (9). These coordinates will
lie in the plane perpendicular to the unit vector n^, which we
can take to point (approximately) from the deflecting body
to the observer [30].
The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the initial star field in the
absence of the source. For simplicity, we assume the
distribution of stars is uniform. The right panel of Fig. 2
shows the deflection in the GR limit. In the expression for
the deflection (9), the term proportional to b^j is scaled by
the coefficients for Lorentz violation s00 þ cS00 þ ð=MÞ
ð aSeffÞ0 and the n^-dependent combination ð s0k þ ð=MÞð aSeffÞkÞn^k. Note that, due to the appearance of these coef-
ficients, this scaling will change depending on the location
of the patch of sky considered and the internal nature of the
source. That this occurs is due to the anisotropy of the
coefficients for Lorentz violation and their composition
dependence.
The last term in Eq. (9) points in the direction ^, or-
thogonal to b^. This term is proportional to the combination
of coefficients sklb^
k^l. If we express this combination in
Initial starfield GR deflection
FIG. 2. Initial uniform star field (left). Apparent shift of distant
light in the standard general relativity case (right).
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terms of the ðx; yÞ coordinates on the patch of sky consid-
ered, this can be expanded into the two independent
combinations sxx  syy and sxy. The deflections due to
these two combinations of coefficients are plotted in
Fig. 3, where we have set their values to one for illustra-
tion. These plots indicate that anisotropic deflection occurs
for nonvanishing coefficients sjk. In particular, this means
that a light ray would deflect off of an otherwise flat plane
defined by n^ and b^, contrary to the conventional GR point-
mass case. Note that these anisotropic effects can in prin-
ciple be distinguished from the GR deflection due to higher
multipole moments of the deflecting body [29,31] by virtue
of their 1=b dependence.
It is interesting to compare this result with that obtained
in Refs. [14,15] for the gravitational time-delay in the
presence of local Lorentz violation. The vector coefficients
s0j and ð=MÞð aSeffÞj appear in the light-bending result (9),
while they are absent in the round-trip time-delay signal.
Also, light-bending observations that involve one orienta-
tion of the observer, deflecting body, and the distant star-
light could gain access to sets of coefficients distinct from
those in a dedicated time-delay test with a different ori-
entation of the relevant bodies. Note that this feature does
not occur in the PPN formalism, for which both types of
tests access the same parameter regardless of the under-
lying orientation.
D. Light deflection: general case
For applications of (5) to observations, the light-grazing
approximation previously assumed must be reconsidered.
Here, we still assume le ! 1, but lp is treated as a rele-
vant, finite term. This corresponds to the case where the
observer is a finite distance from the lens L, while the light
source is effectively at spatial infinity. Referring to Fig. 1, it
will be useful to define an angle  between ~rp and n^ (thus
r^p  n^ ¼ cos).
Evaluating the deflection formula (5) using the
metric (6) for the case le ! 1, we obtain the deflection,
j ¼ GM
b

b^j

2

1þ s00 þ cS00 þ

M
ð aSeffÞ0 þ

s0k þ M ð a
S
effÞk

n^k

ð1þ cosÞ
þ

s00 þ M ð a
S
effÞ0  skln^kn^l

cossin2þ 2

s0k þ M ð a
S
effÞk

b^k sin skln^kb^lsin3

þ ^j

2

s0k þ M ð a
S
effÞk

^k sinþ skln^k^lsin3 sklb^k^lð2þ 2 cosþ cossin2Þ

(10)
where the substitutions of lp=rp ¼ cos and b=rp ¼ sin
have been made. Note that in the light-grazing limit the
sin term vanishes and the cos term approaches unity,
which results in the previous deflection angle presented
in (9).
The result (10) indicates that additional projections of
coefficients for Lorentz violation arise in the more accu-
rate deflection formula. Also, these additional combina-
tions of coefficients appear to be distinct from the those
that occur in the gravitational time-delay derived in
Refs. [14,15]. By itself, the deflection in Eq. (10) is not
directly measurable. This is because only the apparent
position of a given source star is actually measured (at
least during a single observation period). Instead, a com-
parative measurement is needed based on two or more
observations. In the following section we apply this result
to calculate the relative deflection of two stars, which is a
measurable quantity.
III. SOLAR-SYSTEM TESTS
The key observable of interest for typical light-bending
measurements is the relative deflection of two (or more)
stars. We seek here the angle between a ‘‘source’’ star and
a ‘‘reference’’ star. In what follows quantities associated
with the reference star will have r subscripts, and those
for the source star will have no subscripts. The apparent
positions of both of these stars will in principle be gravita-
tionally deflected if the lens is near the line of sight. By
continuous monitoring of the relative position of these
two stars, one can measure the effects of the deflection
(10). Furthermore, the formula we derive below can in
principle be applied repeatedly to systems of many
stars.
A. Relative deflection
To calculate the relative deflection, we adopt standard
methods in the literature [27,32]. We begin with a general
sxx syy deflection sxy deflection
FIG. 3. Anisotropic apparent shift of star field due to the
sxx  syy coefficients (left) and the sxy coefficients (right). The
local x coordinate runs horizontally and y is vertical.
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coordinate invariant expression for the angle  between
two stars:
cos ¼ 1þ p
ðprÞ
ðupÞðuðprÞÞ
: (11)
In this expression, p and ðprÞ are the tangent four-
vectors for the source light ray and the reference light
ray, respectively. The four-velocity of the observer mea-
suring the relative angle is u. Evaluating this expression
to PNO(2), and neglecting aberration terms, we obtain
cos ¼ n^  n^r þ n^  ð ~effÞr þ n^r  ~eff ; (12)
where ~eff is given by
jeff ¼ j þ
1
2
ðn^khklljÞ?j‘¼‘p : (13)
The deflection j is obtained from Eq. (10) and quantities
with the label r are obtained by relabeling all quantities
occurring in the expression, involving the direction of the
light ray, with the subscript r (e.g., n^! n^r, b^! b^r, etc.).
The zeroth order, or straight line, trajectories from the
source and reference stars are depicted in Fig. 4.
We define an angle 0 that represents the unperturbed
angle between the two stars:
n^ r  n^ ¼ cos0 (14)
Thus, 0 is the angle between the two stars in flat space-
time in the absence of other conventional effects such as
aberration. The shift or change in the angle between the
two stars is defined to be
 ¼ 0: (15)
Since we are working in the post-newtonian approxima-
tion, it suffices to assume  is small so that cos 
cos0  sin0. Using this approximation, the pre-
vious result (10), and the metric in (6), we obtain
sin0GMb ðn^r  b^½2ð1þcosÞþBþ n^r  ^TÞ
þGM
br
ðn^  b^r½2ð1þcosrÞþBrþ n^  ^rTrÞ:
(16)
In (16) the terms B, T, Br, and Tr are proportional to
combinations of the coefficients for Lorentz violation
s, c
S
00, and ð aSeffÞ. Explicitly, they are given by
B ¼ 2

s00 þ cS00 þ

M
ð aSeffÞ0 þ

s0k þ M ð a
S
effÞk

n^k

ð1þ cosÞ þ 1
2
ðsklb^kb^l  skln^kn^lÞ cossin2
þ 2

s0k þ M ð a
S
effÞk

b^k sin skln^kb^l sin

sin2 1
2

(17)
Br ¼ 2

s00 þ cS00 þ

M
ð aSeffÞ0 þ

s0k þ M ð a
S
effÞk

n^kr

ð1þ cosrÞ þ 12 ð sklb^
k
rb^
l
r  skln^krn^lrÞ cosrsin2r
þ 2

s0k þ M ð a
S
effÞk

b^kr sinr  skln^krb^lr sinr

sin2r  12

(18)
T ¼ 2

s0k þ M ð a
S
effÞk

^k sinþ 1
2
skln^
k^l sinð1þ sin2Þ  sklb^k^l

2þ 2 cosþ 1
2
cossin2

(19)
Tr ¼ 2

s0k þ M ð a
S
effÞk

^kr sinr þ 12 skln^
k
r^
l
r sinrð1þ sin2rÞ  sklb^kr^lr

2þ 2 cosr þ 12 cosrsin
2r

(20)
The usual result from general relativity is obtained for
vanishing coefficients for Lorentz violation, which follows
here in the limit B ¼ T ¼ Br ¼ Tr ¼ 0.
The result in Eq. (16) exhibits several interesting fea-
tures that do not occur in the point-mass limit of GR. First,
the rotational scalar combinations involving s00, c
S
00, and
ð aSeffÞ0 scale the usual GR result. However, due to the
composition dependence of cS00 and ð aSeffÞ0, this scaling
will vary with the central body (or Lens) producing
the gravitational deflection. Secondly, the anisotropic
FIG. 4. Solar light-bending scenario in the presence of a ref-
erence source. For the source and reference star, we have the
impact parameters ~b and ~br, and directions n^ and n^r, respec-
tively. The reference plane shown is that spanned by ~b and ~br.
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coefficients s0j, ð aSeffÞj, and sjk occur in the deflection result
such that they are projected along directions associated
with the position of the source and reference star (n^, n^r,
etc.). This implies that observations made either with sig-
nificantly changing star positions, or made with different
sets of stars at different locations in the sky, will experience
different deflections. This effect is independent of the
conventional , r, and 0 dependence of the deflection.
Thirdly, deflection occurs in the directions ^ and ^r per-
pendicular to b^ and b^r, as already illustrated in Figs. 3. The
anisotropic effects imply that observations made over time
or with many stars would yield access to different combi-
nations of coefficients for Lorentz violation, thus increas-
ing the potential ‘‘parameter space’’ of possible types of
Lorentz violations to which light deflection observations
could be sensitive.
B. Observational analysis
The form of Eq. (16) indicates that it depends on a
number of parameters which can be related to specific
measurable astronomical quantities, in addition to its de-
pendence on coefficients for Lorentz violation. To illustrate
this, we describe in this section how analysismight proceed.
Our post-newtonian coordinate system is taken to coincide
with the standard Sun-centered celestial equatorial coordi-
nate system adopted for many studies of Lorentz violation.
The spatial coordinates are denoted by X, Y, and Z with
X pointing in the direction of the Sun at the vernal equinox,
and Z is aligned with the Earth’s rotation axis. The time
coordinate is T and is typically defined so that T ¼ 0 at the
2000 vernal equinox. Details of the Sun-centered celestial
equatorial coordinate system can be found in Refs. [11,33].
In particular, the reader is referred to a depiction of this
coordinate system in Fig. 1 of Ref. [11].
In general, for data analysis, one can seek to express the
relative deflection (16) such that its functional form is
 ¼ ð; r; 	;	r; T; s; ð aSeffÞ; cSTT; . . .Þ: (21)
The first four parameters ð;	Þ and ðr; 	rÞ determine,
respectively, the direction of n^ and n^r relative to the Sun-
centered frame. Explicitly, the unit vectors take the form
n^ ¼ ðsin cos	; sin sin	; cosÞ;
n^r ¼ ðsinr cos	r; sinr sin	r; cosrÞ: (22)
Specifically, ð;	Þ and ðr; 	rÞ are taken as colatitude and
right ascension on the celestial sphere for the source star
and reference star, respectively. In terms of these angles,
the angle 0 can be determined using Eq. (14) and the
angles  can r can be determined using r^p  n^ ¼ cos
and r^p  n^r ¼ cosr [34].
The time parameter T appears in part due to the observ-
er’s motion in the Sun-centered frame. To sufficient accu-
racy in any of the Lorentz-violating terms of (21), we can
assume that the motion of the observer is explicitly known.
For example, for the Earth we can assume a circular orbit
and use
r^ p ¼ ð cosT; cos sinT; sin sinTÞ; (23)
where  is the inclination of the ecliptic to the equatorial
plane and  is the Earth’s orbital frequency.
The last set of parameters s, ð aSeffÞ, and cSTT are the
coefficients for Lorentz violation expressed in the Sun-
centered frame coordinates. In addition to the dot products
(n^r  b^, n^r  ^, etc.), the terms occurring in the deflection
formula (16) contain projections of the coefficients along
the six unit vectors for the source and reference source
fn^; b^; ^; n^r; b^r; ^rg. To capture the orientation dependence
of the coefficients we must express all of these unit vectors
in the Sun-centered frame. This can be accomplished using
(22) and (23). The impact parameter vector is defined by
~b ¼ ~rp  n^ðn^  ~rpÞ (see Fig. 1). Using this, the unit vectors
b^ and b^r can be written as
b^ ¼ r^p  n^ cos
sin
; b^r ¼
r^p  n^r cosr
sinr
: (24)
From this expression and (22) the unit vectors ^ and ^r can
be constructed using the cross products
^ ¼ n^ b^; ^r ¼ n^r  b^r: (25)
The full set of unit vectors allows us to express projec-
tions of the coefficients in terms of Sun-centered frame
quantities. For example, if only sXZ happens to be nonzero,
we obtain for the projection sJK^
Jb^K,
sJK^
Jb^K ¼ sXZð^Xb^Z þ ^Zb^XÞ
¼ csc2sXZ½sin ðsin	 cosT  cos cos	 sinTÞ  ðcosT  sin cos cos	Þ
þ sinTðsin sin sin	 cos cosÞ  ðcos cos sin sinTÞ; (26)
where we assumed the case of an Earth observer and made use of the formula (23) for r^p.
The full expression of the deflection angle (16), in terms of the parameters indicated in (21), can be obtained using the
methods just described. This calculation is lengthy, and so we do not include it here, but it should be straightforward to
include in a suitable data analysis code. To give a flavor of the leading Lorentz-violating effects in light-bending, we
determine the approximate form of (16) for a special case in the next subsection.
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Finally, we note that we have included ellipses in ex-
pression (21) to indicate that we have not discussed a
number of other astronomical parameters that may be
important to a rigorous analysis, such as the effects of
parallax and proper motion. Furthermore, we have ne-
glected aberration effects in the result (16) that depend
on the Earth’s or observer’s velocity. We find that one
effect of these terms is that they multiply the coefficients
for Lorentz violation in (16) by higher powers of velocity,
resulting in PNO(3) effects. In addition, terms proportional
to ~v or its square that arise for aberration in the conven-
tional case [35], can implicitly depend on the coefficients
for Lorentz violation through orbital dynamics. The effects
of Lorentz violation on orbits can in principle be incor-
porated using the equations of motion derived in
Refs. [13,15].
C. Conjunction example
To elucidate the Lorentz-violating effects in the main
result (16), we work with a special case of the general SME
deflection result that involves only one set of coefficients
for Lorentz violation. We set to zero all coefficients save
those contained in sJK. We also ignore any contributions
from sJJ ¼ sTT that scale the GR deflection.
We focus in this example on an Earth observer during
times near the summer solstice when the Earth lies below
the negative Y axis in the Sun-centered frame (the summer
solstice occurs when T ¼ 
=2). To exploit the peak
behavior of the deflection result (16), we suppose that the
source star is located on the celestial sphere so that its light
just grazes the Sun on its way to earth. The reference star is
taken to be a considerable angular distance away from the
source star so that its gravitational deflection can be
ignored to a good approximation. For simplicity, both stars
are assumed to have 	 ¼ 
=2 ¼ 	r.
In this near-conjunction scenario, the formula for the
unit vector in the direction of the Earth observer is given by
(23) while the unit vector for the source star is given by
n^ ¼ ð0; cosðþ Þ; sinðþ ÞÞ; (27)
where  is a small angle indicative of the near-conjunction
approximation adopted. The other needed unit vectors b^
and ^ can be obtained from the results in the previous
subsection.
If we focus on only the dominant terms in this scenario,
the result (16) simplifies considerably. As previously
stated, the second term in (16) proportional to GM=br
that involves the reference star quantities can be neglected
since b br. We can also discard any terms with one or
more powers of sin, since they will be suppressed in this
limit. Finally, using the small angle approximation for 
can further simplify the expression.
If t is the time measured from the summer solstice, the
GR portion of the deflection becomes
GR  2GMR
sin
ð1 cost cosÞ (28)
where R is the earth’s orbital radius and M is the Sun’s
mass. The portion of the deflection controlled by the co-
efficients for Lorentz violation sJK stems from the sJK^
Jb^K
term in Eq. (16). It is given by
LVGMR
sint
ð1costcosÞ2ðsAsintcostsin
þ sB½cos2tsin2sin2tÞ; (29)
where the combinations of coefficients sA and sB are given
by
sA ¼ sin2sYY þ cos2sZZ  sXX  sin2sYZ;
sB ¼ sinsXY  cossXZ: (30)
The result from GR in (28) is plotted in Fig. 5 near the
time of conjunction (t ¼ 0) using the values  ¼ 23:4
and  ¼ 0:27 (grazing limit). This deflection is peaked
and is symmetrical around t ¼ 0. For the Sun as the
deflecting body, the peak value of 1:7500 is well known.
Note that the sign of the GR deflection is negative. This is
consistent with the (outward) apparent deflection depicted
in Fig. 2, since GR ¼ 0 is the difference in the
observed angle from the unperturbed, or zeroth-order
angle.
The two types of Lorentz-violating signals in (29) are
also plotted in Fig. 5 near the time of conjunction using the
same assumptions on  and . For these curves we plot
amplitudes, or ‘‘partials’’, for each of the coefficient com-
binations sA and sB. It is evident that these signals are
qualitatively different from the GR case. The amplitude for
sA displays symmetrical behavior around t ¼ 0 while the
amplitude for sB is antisymmetric around t ¼ 0. Both of
4 2 2 4
t days
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.5
arcsec
FIG. 5. The behavior of the deflection  near-conjunction
plotted as function of time t around the summer solstice as the
Sun moves across the field of view. The solid curve is the
deflection from GR, the dashed curve is the deflection amplitude
from the coefficients sA, and the dotted curve is the deflection
amplitude from the coefficients sB.
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these signals display mildly oscillatory behavior near t ¼ 0
that could potentially be useful for analysis.
If measurements were obtained for differing orientations
of the observer, the signals for Lorentz violation would
involve coefficient combinations distinct from those in
Eq. (30). As an example of this orientation dependence,
suppose instead that the (near-conjunction) observations
took place with the Earth near the vernal equinox, when the
Sun is along the positive X axis of the chosen coordinate
system. The GR result is very similar to Eq. (28) in this
case, but the Lorentz-violating piece LV differs in its
details. Specifically, for this configuration we find
LV  GMR
cos sinT
ð1 cosT cos sin sin sinTÞ2


ðsYY  sZZÞ

1
2
sin2sin2T
 cos sinT cosT sin

þ sYZðcos2Tsin2
 cos2sin2T  2 sin sin sinT cosTÞ

;
(31)
where T is measured from the conjunction time T ¼ 0. It is
evident from this result that the signal depends on the
coefficients combinations sYY  sZZ and sYZ, rather than
those given in Eqs. (30).
IV. SUMMARYAND ESTIMATES
In this work we have identified the dominant signals for
local Lorentz violation in light-bending observations. A
general formula making use of euclidean arclength that is
valid for the post-newtonian limit of any stationary metric
was established in (5). Working within the SME effective
field theory framework, we applied this formula to the
deflection of a light ray from a straight line path in the
grazing limit in Eq. (9), and more accurately in Eq. (10).
The results display anisotropic behavior of light-bending
controlled by coefficients for Lorentz violation, as demon-
strated in Fig. 3.
In the latter part of this work, we calculate a more
practical formula for the change in the measured angle 
between two stars in Eq. (16). We describe generally how
this result can be expressed in terms of astronomical quan-
tities suitable for data analysis. The approximate behavior
of the deflection angle shift  on the coefficients for
Lorentz violation was elucidated with a specific near-
conjunction example. We compare this unconventional
behavior with the standard behavior predicted from GR
(see Fig. 5).
It would be of interest to perform a rigorous analysis of
potential sensitivities for future missions, perhaps involv-
ing detailed simulations. Such simulations have already
been performed for the GR and PPN case for the planned
Gaia mission [32,36]. The starting point for such simula-
tions is typically the relative deflection between two stars.
We provide this expression for the SME in Eqs. (12) and
(16) of this work. A numerical least squares estimation
could be attempted using the partial derivatives of  with
respect to the coefficients for Lorentz violation s,
ð aSeffÞ, and cS00, along with other relevant parameters.
Though it is beyond the scope of this work to perform
detailed simulations for future missions or analysis of
available data from current and past observations, we
provide in Table I order of magnitude estimates of sensi-
tivities to different combinations of coefficients. These
estimates are based on existing constraints on deviations
from GR in light-bending tests or projected measurement
accuracies. We include the proposed Laser Astrometric
Test of Relativity (LATOR) [37], the planned Gaia mission
[39], the past Hipparcos mission [38], and past ground-
based optical observations [3]. This is not a comprehensive
list and other dedicated light-bending tests may also be of
interest [40].
The estimates in Table I can be contrasted with existing
constraints on coefficients for Lorentz violation. The rota-
tional scalar combination sTT has not been formally con-
strained by rigorous data analysis. Care must be taken in
light-bending tests since this coefficients also appears in
the Newtonian force law multiplying the combinationGM.
Therefore, sTT is expected to be correlated with orbital
tests. Combining light-bending results with results from
orbital tests could yield the measurements of sTT at the
levels indicated in the table. Similar considerations hold
for the scalar matter coefficients ð aSeffÞT and cSTT . Details on
this type of comparative measurement can be found in
Refs. [14,15]. Note that the matter coefficients can in
principle be separated from sTT by using deflecting bodies
of differing composition. Alternatively, one can combine
results from light-bending observations with current con-
straints on the matter sector coefficients from earth labo-
ratory experiments [19].
The coefficient combination sTJ þ ð=MÞð aSeffÞJ is also
of primary interest for light-bending tests. The three co-
efficients sTJ are currently constrained at the 10
5–106
level from recent lunar laser ranging and atom interferom-
etry tests [11]. For a source body composed of ordinary
TABLE I. Crude estimates of sensitivities of current and future
light-bending tests to various combinations of coefficients for
Lorentz violation. The shorthand s0TT is defined by s0TT ¼ sTT þ
cSTT þ M ð aSeffÞT .
Observatory s0TT sTJ þ ð=MÞð aSeffÞJ sJK Ref.
LATOR 108 108 107 [37]
Gaia 106 106 105 [32]
Hipparcos 103 103 102 [38]
Optical 101 1 1 [3]
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matter, the source combination ð aSeffÞJ depends on the
coefficients for the electron e, proton p, and neutron n.
Specifically for the Sun as the source body, we have
ð aSeffÞJ=M0:5GeV1½ð aeeffÞJþð apeffÞJþð aneffÞJ [15].
Future missions, such as Gaia or LATOR, could tighten
the constraints on sTJ and perform the first analysis of
astrophysical measurements of the matter sector coeffi-
cients ð aeeffÞJ, ð apeffÞJ, and ð aneffÞJ at the competitive
106 GeV level or better.
Other related tests are also of interest. This includes tests
involving the classic time-delay effect [41]. As mentioned
previously in this work, modifications to the time-delay
formula arise from local Lorentz violation and have been
analyzed in Refs. [13,15]. Note that the signals for Lorentz
violation in the time-delay effect and light-bending differ
in their dependence on coefficients for Lorentz violation,
as discussed in Sec. II C. It is, therefore, of interest to
consider all such tests, as they could be used to place
independent constraints on Lorentz violation.
Finally, we note that we have not treated here the broad
subject of gravitational lensing. The deflection angle for-
mulas calculated in this work could form a starting point
for analysis [17]. A comprehensive investigation of the
effects of local Lorentz violation on weak and strong
gravitational lensing would be of definite interest but lies
beyond the scope of this work [42].
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